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In the HBO New Orleans-based television series 
Treme, real-life singer-songwriter Steve Earle plays 
the character Harley, a respected street musician. 
In a scene from season two, Harley pushes an 
up-and-coming violinist, Annie, to articulate 
what qualities a song must have to be “great.” 
They’re discussing John Hiatt’s “Feels Like 
Rain,” which Annie believes speaks through 
the metaphor of weather and love to the strug-
gles of enduring life in New Orleans in its dark, 
post-Katrina years.

Older and wiser in the ways of both New 
Orleans and songwriting, Harley gives 

Annie a brief but illustrative history 
lesson: “Hiatt wrote that song twenty 
years ago, darlin’, when you still had 
training wheels on your bike and no-
body had ever heard the name Katrina 

… That’s what makes it a great song.” 
What distinguishes the great from the 
good, following this line of thought, is a 
song’s ability to transcend time and place, 
evoke shared experience or emotion, and 
to speak life’s themes in a common lan-
guage. Or, as Chip Taylor says beautifully 
and simply in Brian Atkinson’s book, I’ll 
Be Here in the Morning, “In the best kind 
of music, I don’t care if I don’t know the 
specific names or the specific places. If it’s 
told from a true heart, I’ll be there, and I’ll 
know those people and I’ll get that feeling.”

Reading Atkinson’s compilation of 
musings on the legacy of Texas singer-
songwriter Townes Van Zandt is a little like 
eavesdropping on Harley and Annie as they 

walk the New Orleans streets, or standing in 
a room full of musicians come to pay tribute 

to one of their fallen. From mainstays of Texas 
music, such as Guy Clark and Kris Kristofferson, 

to newer, genre-straddling artists, such as Scott 
Avett and Grace Potter, the musicians interviewed 

here reveal deeply personal stories of the singular im-
pact of Townes Van Zandt’s music and fashion a colorful 

and complex portrait of the man himself.
Van Zandt’s struggles with addiction and the physical and 

emotional tolls it exacted are as much a part of his image as 
the songs. Those who knew him still bear the scars of watch-
ing someone they loved and respected self-destruct. Ray Wy-

lie Hubbard evokes palpable discomfort in describing nights when 
it was “just magical to watch him perform…and then there were 
the nights when you got this feeling in your stomach and would 
just think, ‘Okay, Townes, that’s enough.’” Texas musician Darden 
Smith’s mother, upon witnessing a drunken and disappointing 
performance of Van Zandt’s, told her son, “[I]f that’s who you’re 
looking up to, I’ve made some terrible mistakes.”

Fortunately, the people speaking from the pages of I’ll Be Here in 
the Morning are overwhelmingly balanced in their recollections of 
a man who, as filmmaker Graham Leader puts it, was “just a mass 
of contradictions.” They bear witness to Van Zandt’s dedication 
to the rootless life of a touring musician while watching him un-
dermine opportunities for greater commercial success. They hold 
him up as a giant among songwriters who remained genuine and 
approachable despite cult-figure status, living almost more com-
fortably in the margins than in the spotlight. They recount with 
fondness and pain his oft-overlooked sense of humor and that he 
delighted in jokes and was a sharp-witted trickster whose songs 
tapped like no one else’s the vein of vulnerability and longing.

If Van Zandt’s songs came to him the way the holy spirit speaks 
to saints, then these remembrances are a kind gospel—and indeed, 
the reverential tone with which some voices here speak is befitting 
religious mystery. Van Zandt wrote unflinchingly about the hu-
man condition, and he did so in a way that illuminated the beauty 
that could live on the underbelly of ugliness and tragedy. Butch 
Hancock explains it here another way: “Poetry jumps between 
concepts, one line right up against another … If the tone is right, 
then the jump does extraordinary things for your empathy with 
the work.” The gift of Van Zandt’s poetry is in great part accep-
tance, without judgment, of darkness and light together. It allows 
grace to live alongside poverty and broken spirits.

Hancock may be one of the most memorable voices that At-
kinson records, and his description of the transformative power 
of art stands as perhaps the most apt summary of the influence 
of Townes Van Zandt:“The rare mark of any kind of art” is that 
“it pulls you in and sends you out with more than you came in 
with—and more than you suspected was there.” Overwhelmingly, 
these are fellow practitioners of art who see and embrace the para-
doxes of their missing troubadour. I’ll Be Here in the Morning is a 
bittersweet tribute to songs that bear the timelessness and truths 
that, as Harley reminds Annie, make the good songs great, and a 
testament to the fact that the songwriting legacy of Townes Van 
Zandt is alive and well.
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